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OLD IDENTITIES, NEW TIMES: DOES THE COMMON LEGAL IDENTITY WITHSTAND MODERNITY? 

Abstract 

For centuries, national entities have, through their laws, documented, regulated, and sometimes created 

different components of the identities of their subjects. These details included one’s name, age, sex, 

marital status, parental relations, religion, and nationality. Once collected, these seemingly benign details 

became potent legal tools: the law made use of them to construct people’s capacities and incapacities, 

rights and duties; the aggregation of these details is, I argue, one’s legal status. For example, the law not 

only regulated and oversaw one’s marriage ceremony and whom one married, it had also regulated the 

meaning of marriage through barring a married person from marrying someone else, granting monetary 

rights, and even granting different sorts of public benefits. Arguably, the compilation the data collected 

of a person’s statuses composed his or her legal identity. That identity, which was created and regulated 

by that person’s law of origin (usually one’s national law), was usually upheld and understood as 

meaningful by other jurisdictions as well.  

This project seeks to elucidate what currently amounts to individuals’ legal identity. It uses a 

three-fold comparative methodology to examine whether each component of legal identity is indeed a 

matter of status. The comparative aspects are international, looking at a plethora of western jurisdictions; 

intertemporal, comparing the legal past and present in each of these jurisdictions; and ‘interlegal,’ 

comparing substantive regulation and procedural rules of choice-of-law in each jurisdiction and 

suggesting amendments to the existing rules where needed. Examining different legal tools used in 

several jurisdictions at set time points will enable identification of systematic attitudes towards each 

component of a legal identity, thus isolating the actual components of legal identity.  

 Once identified, these components will be used to discuss the manifestation of legal identity items 

in official identification documents. I hypothesize that identification documents once correlated with 

status, whereas items currently mentioned in identification documents are not matters of status. 

Therefore, I ask what are the implications regarding the modern understanding of legal identity? Does it 

mean there are new components of that identity? Are the modern identification documents simply 

inaccurate, requiring updating? Or is there a split between legal identity and the information 

administrative bodies choose to convey about people, and if so, what explains that divergence? 

 By answering these questions, this project will improve our understanding of legal identity. It 

will shed light on the administrative regulation of identity and help improve the cross-border regulation 

of different identity components. By ‘de-statusing’ some questions, it may also help elevate the tension 

stemming from the gap between one’s self-determined identity and that imposed by the law. 


